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Shanghai planetarium, a new 
cultural landmark of Shanghai, is  
the largest planetarium in the 
world. It took a total of 10 years 
from the crea on to the opening. 
Looking down from the air, it is like 
a huge starship moored in the port. 
The unique round hole skylight, ball 
screen cinema and inverted dome 
cons tute a unique structure,  
which is full of mystery 
 
The Shanghai planetarium 
elaborately designed the 
environmental atmosphere,  
ligh ng & sound effects and high 
simula on scene simula on means. 
 
It specifically selected the ECLIPSE 
1000 RGBAL and FREZNO ze‐2 
RGBAL from Yajiang Silver Star,  
to build an immersive space 
experience environment;  
Cooperate with various advanced  

  

Silver Star’s full color fixtures support the  
largest planetarium in the World 
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display means such as upper 
somatosensory interac on, 
data visualiza on, AR, VR 
and biometrics, integrate 
viewing, listening and 
touching, fully mobilize the 
emo ons and senses of 
visitors, and lead visitors  
to obtain a new cosmic 
explora on experience  
in the mysterious and 
beau ful space‐ me  
ar s c concep on. 
 
 

 

www.yajiang.cn 
 
 www.avltimes.com 
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VA Corpora on unveiled its Virtual 
Produc on Studio VA STUDIO 
HANAM. Partnering with ROE Visual 
and ARK Ventures Inc South Korea, 
VA Corpora on claims that this is 
the largest studio in Asia, where 
next‐genera on immersive content 
can be produced using virtual 
produc on technology.  
 
South‐Korean‐based VA Corpora on 
was established in January this year 
to build a unique virtual produc on 
infrastructure. They aim to provide 
a one‐stop‐shop service from 
planning to produc on, including 
games, movies, commercials, and 
real‐ me performances. With the 
acquisi on of MOFAC, South‐Korean 
long‐established VFX experts, VA 
corpora on was ready to enter into 
the virtual produc on arena.  
 
 

VA Corpora on purchased the 
related LED products through ARK  
Ventures Inc South Korea, which is 
mainly dedicated to service including 
sales of equipment such as LED 
displays and media servers, fixed 
installa on, virtual shoo ng, XR, etc.  
As one of the AV Alliance members, 
ARK is familiar with the Chinese 
domes c LED manufacturers and 
maintains a good rela onship with 
ROE visual.  
 
Furnishing the three studios with a 
LED volume, ROE Visual was the 
preferred and obvious choice. The 
core for each virtual produc on 
studio is a large LED wall enabling 
the film crews to shoot against a 
virtually composed back wall.  
The natural reflec ons and light 
created by the LED background  
 
 

offer many advantages over the 
tradi onal green screen.  
 
VA STUDIO HANAM has a total  
floor area of around 11265 square 
meters. The studios are each 
equipped with large LED volumes 
and op mized for film as well as 
commercial shoots.  
 
The two main walls in the first 
studio are composed of ROE Visual 
Sapphire SP1.5, offering a small 
pixel pitch of 1.5mm. The other two 
studios are equipped with LED 
volumes created from Black Pearl 
BP2, offering a 2.8‐pixel pitch. The 
LED floors are composed of Black 
Marble BM4 panels. The studios are 
further equipped with Carbon CB5 
LED panels for addi onal light or 
side fill.  
 
 

ROE Visual selected for VA Corpora on’s  
HANAM Studio in South Korea 

www.avltimes.com 
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“We’re very fortunate to be able to 
work in such close collabora on 
with MOFAC and VA Corpora on. 
Sharing know‐how and experiences  

is very helpful in the further 
development of our products and 
capabili es,” states Grace Kuo,  
ROE Visual sales director, “We’re  

 
looking forward to working together 
on future projects with VA 
Corpora on demonstra ng its 
ambi on of providing a high level  
of services and facili es.”  
 
“It’s our pleasure to work together 
with VA Corpora on and ROE Visual 
in such a meaningful project. We 
feel excited to explore the more 
possibility of virtual produc on in 
South Korea, and look forward to 
seeing the new facility and 
technology would help incredible 
crea vity become visualized reality, 
and deliver a brighter future.” 
Commented by David, Director of 
ARK Ventures Inc South Korea. 
 
 
www.roevisual.com 

www.avltimes.com 
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 Sapphire SP1.5  

 Black Marble BM4  

 Black Pearl BP2  

 Carbon CB5 
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When Qatar Vision Company 
(Qvision) staged the live broadcast 
of the FIFA Arab Cup Qatar 2021 
Draw on April 27 a large 
complement of Claypaky ligh ng 
fixtures were on hand to illuminate 
the event venue, the Katara Opera 
House in Doha. Claypaky Scenius 
Unico, Sharpy Plus, Hepikos and 
A.leda B‐EYE K20 CC moving heads 
were deployed for the draw, which 
determined the match ups for the 
teams par cipa ng in the 2021  
Arab Cup to be held in December.   
 
Qvision, an event management and 
crea ve mul media produc on 
company, produced and event 
managed the draw, which was held  

under strict COVID‐19 protocols,  
including a completely closed 
produc on bubble.  Qvision was 
responsible for the stage set,  

rigging, ligh ng, audio, video, and 
visual and mo on graphics content 
at the opera house.  

Qvision selects Claypaky ligh ng fixtures for  
live broadcast of the FIFA Arab Cup Qatar 2021 Draw 

www.avltimes.com 
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Qvision also supplied the complete 
technical, opera ons and logis cs 
manpower required to deliver the 
event. The proscenium stage was 
ou i ed with a 117 square‐meter, 
2.9mm high‐resolu on LED 
videowall backdrop with an 
addi onal 70 square meters of 
2.9mm LEDs le  and right to display 
animated mo on graphics and 
broadcast the live feed.  
 
An array of Claypaky fixtures lit the 
dynamic set.  Ligh ng Designers 
Mohammad Assaf and Mark Anton 
chose 20 Scenius Unico moving 
heads to illuminate the draw pots 
plus the conductor and speech 
lecterns ci ng the need for the 
fixtures’ precise framing system.  
Forty A.leda B‐EYE K20 CC moving 
heads washed the en re stage to 
meet the show’s broadcast 
requirements.  

 

In addi on, 40 Sharpy Plus and  
20 Hepikos moving heads created 
drama c beams and pa erns to 
energize and engage the audience 
during the show.  
 

“Claypaky 
has a 
wealth of 
products 
suitable for 
any kind  
of ligh ng 
show 
whether 
it’s a large‐ 
scale 
stadium 
show or 
ceremony,  

corporate event or launch, small 
event or wedding ‐ Claypaky has  
everything you need,” concludes 
Hashisho, Qatar who served as 
Execu ve Producer/ Ar s c Director 
of the shows.  
 
“Claypaky fixtures are very reliable 
products when it comes to show 
business.  Working with products 
that will not fail during a show was 
an important factor in our 
selec on,” he points out.  “In 
addi on, Claypaky has the brightest 
lights available in the market, so for 
stadium shows like these nothing 
could beat Claypaky products.” 
 
 
claypaky.com 

www.avltimes.com 
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15th August 2021 marks a 
significant day in Indian history as  
the country celebrates 75th year of 
independence, freedom from Bri sh 
rule, and its march towards progress 
in becoming one of the world’s 
leading countries for industrial and 
economic growth in present mes.  
 
And now, 15th August 2021 is even 
more special to en re team of  
J Davis Prosound & Ligh ng – as  
the company proudly announces 
the inaugura on of its brand‐new 
branch office in Chennai – one of 
India’s most premier and exuberant 
ci es. This, of course, is company’s 
first ever branch office outside its 
home‐base of Bangalore – and the 
en re J Davis Prosound & Ligh ng 
team is absolutely ecsta c and 
excited about this!  
 
Widely recognized as one of India’s 
premier sea‐ports, Chennai has also 
recently been heralded among the 
top two Indian ci es to live in – an 
accolade that could be a ributed  
to the city being a major hotspot  
for India’s recent industrial, 
technological and entertainment 
boom. And now; adding to the 
vibrancy of this already exuberant 
city is the fact that J Davis Prosound  
 
 

& Ligh ng – the country’s premier  
sound, ligh ng, video and trussing 
solu ons provider – has established 
a dedicated official presence in 
Chennai to efficiently cater to  
the city’s ever‐evolving event 
entertainment technology needs.  
 
“Feeding off of our rich history  
and legacy of over 40 years of 
commissioning some of the most 
illustrious events that have took 
place in India – J Davis ProSound  
& Ligh ng has always aspired to 
expand its presence by establishing  

branch offices in key market ci es  
across India,”  shares Santana Davis  
– Director of J Davis ProSound & 
Ligh ng. 
 
Founded by Mr. J Davis, the 
company has built a legacy of 
providing superla ve professional 
entertainment technology solu ons 
for live events of all scales and  
sizes across the country. The 
company boasts of an inventory  
of interna onal standard of 
professional audio, ligh ng, AV 
solu ons & trussing products.  

Chennai is now home to J Davis Prosound & Ligh ng’s 
first ever branch office outside of Bangalore 

www.avltimes.com 

Mr J. Davis – Founder of J Davis Prosound & Lighting (R);  
and son Mr Santana Davis – Managing Director of J Davis Prosound & Lighting 
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J Davis Prosound & Ligh ng has 
commissioned technical solu ons 
for some of the world‐renowned 
ar sts like Iron Maiden, Bryan 
Adams, Yanni Tour of India,  
Carlos Santana, Armin Van Buuren, 
Swedish House Mafia, Richard  
Marx, Backstreet Boys, Afrojack, 
Slash, Tiesto, Slayer to name a  
few and plethora of Indian ar sts 
(Bollywood as well as Indian 
Classical); in addi on to several  
of India’s leading music fes vals, 
Fashion Shows, Corporate events, 
TV shows and more. 
 
Addi onally, the company has  
also successfully transi oned into 
providing team of highly skilled 
engineers and technicians for a  
wide spectrum of small format 
events, corporate conferences, 
galas, wed‐dings, and other such 
social gatherings. 
 
Delving further into the details  
that prompted the ceremonious 
move of establishing an official 
presence in Chennai, Santana 
Davis Managing Director of J 
Davis Prosound & Ligh ng 
informs “Even though we’re  
a Bangalore based company  
– we’ve been fortunate to 
commission some of the most 
prominent events to be hosted 
in Chennai”, as he highlights a 
few memorable events like  

Illayaraja, MS Vishwanathan, Yanni, 
and Afrojack; in addi on to a slew  
of Television events for Jaya TV,  
Sun TV, Star Vijay; among several 
other corporate and social events – 
both large format as well as small 
format – that J Davis ProSound & 
Ligh ng has commissioned over  
the years in the city.  
 
“We’ve observed the Chennai’s  
ever growing poten al to host  
large scale concerts and bespoke 
events like luxury conferences, 
bou que weddings etc., and have 
also noted that the opportunity to  

tap broadcas ng market as it hosts  
several popular local and na onal  
TV channel sta ons. 
 
As a comprehensive solu ons 
provider, J Davis Prosound & 
Ligh ng’s exis ng por olio of 
services perfectly meets the 
requirements of all the 
aforemen oned client applica ons, 
we can always procure resources 
from our Bangalore office owing to 
its close proximity to Chennai, or 
choose to collaborate with our 
excellent vast network of local 
service providers whom we’ve 
shared a very healthy working 
rapport since years. All of these 
points align perfectly, and that is 
why we chose Chennai to set up our 
first official branch outside of 
Bangalore” notes Santana Davis as 
he shares his op mism about the 
move; and expressing his desire to 
spread the wings further in other 
ci es. 
 
www.jdavisprosound.com 
 
 www.avltimes.com 
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Hangzhou Yidashi Technology 
Development Co., Ltd is an ETC 
dealer in China that organized a 
seminar at Xian Concert Hall in  
Xian on April 24. The event was  
co‐hosted by The China 
Entertainment Technology 
Associa on (Xian Office) and 
Philharmonic Theatre Consul ng 
Ltd. Professor Feng Dezhong from 
The Central Academy of Drama was 
invited to be the special guest of 
this seminar to share insights on the 
latest ligh ng technology.  
 
The seminar kicked off with the 
speech by Mr. Chang Xinping,  
the representa ve of The China 
Entertainment Technology 
Associa on (Xian Office). Following 
the opening speech, Mr. Wu Jian  
Bo, CEO of YiDaShi welcomed the 
a endees with a presenta on of  
the company’s services and insights  

on future entertainment ligh ng 
development. Mr. Wang Xiaoquan, 
Technical Manager of YiDaShi, 
introduced the benefits of having a 
park‐wide ETC ligh ng system with 
successful job references in China. 
Mr. Tang Xiaotu, Trainer Manager of 
YiDaShi, shared his insights on how 
LED evolve the industry and the 
importance of having a high‐quality 
integrated solu on with color 
control networking systems. 
 
The Central Academy of Drama is the 
best drama, film, and television arts 
ins tu on in China. Professor Feng, 
who is well known for ligh ng design 
for stage, film, and television from 
educa onal and prac cal 
perspec ves, shared his thoughts on 
the latest ligh ng technology. “I’m 
amazed by the excellence of ETC’s 
products. They’re professional and 
good  quality. The revolu onary  

color mixing system can accurately 
output livelier colors which enrich 
every set and stage,” he said. 
 
The latest ETC products were 
demonstrated in this seminar, 
including the newly launched Source 
Four LED Series 3 with XDLT Lens, 
fos/4 Panel light, Eos console, and 
more. A endees were able to meet 
the much an cipated ETC’s fixture 
in person and see their outstanding 
performance. For example, Series 3 
with an XDLT lens tube showcased 
its high lumen brightness from the 
farthest distances, fos/4 brought 
nuanced colors with its deep red 
LED array, and the Set Light app 
showed cu ng‐edge NFC 
connec on for wireless 
configura on. 
 
ekolight.com 
etcconnect.com 

China dealer organized ETC Ligh ng seminar in Xian 

www.avltimes.com 

Mr. Wu Jian Bo, CEO of YiDaShi welcomed 
the attendees with a presentation  
of the company’s services and  
insights on future entertainment  
lighting development 

Hangzhou Yidashi Technology Development Co., Ltd is an ETC  
dealer in China that organized a seminar at Xian Concert Hall in Xian 
on April 24. The event was co-hosted by The China Entertainment 
Technology Association (Xian Office) and Philharmonic  
Theatre Consulting Ltd. 

Mr. Tang Xiaotu, Trainer Manager of iDaShi, 
shared his insights on how LED evolve  
the industry and the importance of  
having a high-quality integrated  
solution with color control  
networking systems. 

Professor Feng Dezhong from The Central Academy of Drama was 
invited to be the special guest of this seminar 
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Mackay Entertainment and 
Conference Centre (MECC) is a busy 
and diverse complex of nine 
different venue and event spaces in 
Mackay, central Queensland, 
Australia, hos ng a lively mix of 
corporate launches and conferences 
to opera, music, dance, and 
performance shows.  
 
Head of ligh ng Dan Grace and his 
team are delighted to be amongst 
the first in Australia to have Robe 
new high power FORTE’s LED 
luminaires in the house, with a 
purchase of twelve of the fixtures 
plus twelve new Robe Spiider LED 
wash beams, with more of both 
types of moving light to follow once 
the season ramps up again!  
 
The decision to buy FORTES was 
underlined by MECC’s previous 
experiences with Robe – with  
 

nearly 100 fixtures already, including 
30 x DL7s, a mix of profiles and 
fresnels, which directly replaced 36 
hot and power‐hungry 2K fresnels in 
the main theatre in 2019. The last 
batch of these DL7s arrived together 
with three RoboSpot systems and 
BMFL FollowSpots, a move driven by 
MECC’s head of AV, Mark Blake. 
 
The new FORTES and Spiiders will 
mainly be u lised in the Conven on 
Centre halls as part of the main 
produc on ligh ng rig. The other 
eight FORTES and six Spiiders on 
order are des ned for the main 
auditorium, however all these 
newest fixtures will be 
interchangeable according to 
requirements in the different 
venues. Dan’s ul mate goal was to 
have a ligh ng rig that could offer 
mul ple possibili es from one 
standard design, which would suit  
 

all events from a conference one 
day to a concert for 1500 people the 
next, etc. Features like framing 
shu ers, the large zoom range, the 
deep saturated colours, and low 
noise all played a part in the 
decision to choose FORTE. The 
ability of the Spiider to be a wash or 
a beam due to the zoom, and its 
excellent array of colours made it an 
easy choice as a replacement for 
their LEDWash 600s. Dan received 
the FORTE spec sheet and was 
“super impressed”, especially by the 
two rota ng gobo wheels, the 
shu ering system and the 1000W 
LED. “I knew without even seeing it 
… that this was the perfect 
luminaire for our venue, and one 
that would last us well into the 
future,” he enthused. The decision 
was made, and the PO signed! 
 
robe.cz 

MECC invests in Robe FORTES 
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left to right is Dan Grace,  
Mark Blake and Allyssa Tonks 
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Hibino Group, one of Japan’s biggest 
AV suppliers, has launched a world‐
class virtual produc on studio that 
is powered by disguise xR and 
features the top‐of‐the‐range 
disguise vx 4 and rx II media servers.  
Built opposite the iconic Rainbow 
Bridge in Tokyo, Hibino’s use of high
‐end disguise technology enables 
the studio to offer next‐genera on 
in‐camera visual effects produc ons 
to clients in a wide range of 
markets, from film and TV 
produc on to music videos, 
adver sing and corporate events.  
 
An open house was held for the new 
Hibino VFX Studio at the beginning 
of June, offering producers and  

directors to see first‐hand the 
opportunity it offers their 
produc ons. In a me when loca on
‐based filming is increasingly 
expensive or logis cally difficult, 
virtual produc on offers a simple 
and effec ve 
solu on.  
 
Junichi 
Imokawa 
(Imo), 
Director and 
Managing 
Execu ve 
Officer for 
Hibino, says: 
“Since we 
began  

working with disguise ten years ago, 
we have built a very strong bond 
and have used each of our exper se 
to push each other past what we 
believed feasible. We’ve made the 
impossible possible.” 

disguise powers Hibino’s new industry‐leading  
virtual produc on studio in Japan 

www.avltimes.com 
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“disguise has become our go‐to 
supplier because it has a very 
impressive por olio of video rental 
partners which would rival the best 
companies in the world. The 
amazing projects that disguise has 
helped realise always inspires us 
and mo vates us to keep striving  
for perfec on. With disguise in our 
corner, it gives us the ability to 
maintain our posi on in Japan 
among the heavyweights.” 
 
 As produc ons get bigger, so do  
the screens and the resolu on 
demands. disguise’s vx 4 offers 4K 
outputs that are capable of playing  

up to four mes uncompressed 4K60 
with lossless 10‐bit video, ensuring 
Hibino can more than match up to 
these demands. 
 
Hibino is the first company to secure 
state of the art ROE Ruby 1.5F LED 
screens for all sides of the studio. 
Paired with a further ROE CB5 screen 
on the ceiling, the studio provides a 
truly immersive se ng for any 
produc on. Suppor ng this top‐of‐
the‐range set up with disguise 
machines was a “no‐brainer”,  
says Imo. The studio is powered by 
three rx II machines, with two 
dedicated solely to content  

 
rendering and a third providing 
connec vity with Unreal Engine via 
disguise’s mul ‐user editor. In 
unison with a vx 4 unit, Hibino has 
built a powerful studio that will be 
the best possible environment for 
the most demanding of produc ons.  
 
“Hibino VFX Studio is a pla orm 
where people in the industry can 
get a taste of in‐camera VFX,” says 
Imo. “Although there is a massive 
number of studios in Japan, purpose
‐built in‐camera VFX studios are few 
and far between. On top of that, the 
cost of bringing LED screens and 
systems into studios on a project‐by
‐project basis is too high. I saw a gap 
in the market. Our vision is to help 
make these spaces more accessible 
and commonplace within the 
industry. We’d like to distribute our 
elaborate LED and systems to as 
many studios as possible across 
Japan.” 
 
 
hibino.co.jp 
disguise.one 
www.roevisual.com 
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The Adam Hall Group is con nuing 
the expansion of its interna onal 
distribu on network. Link Audio 
from Melbourne has been the new 
sales partner for Gravity stands and 
accessory solu ons in Australia 
since June 1 2021. With this 
exclusive partnership, the event 
technology provider based in Neu‐
Anspach, Hesse, wants to address 
and cover more specifically both 
tradi onal retail and the online 
sector in Australia.  
 
“We are delighted to have found an 
exclusive sales partner for Australia 
in Link Audio,” explains Markus 
Jahnel, COO of the Adam Hall 
Group. “The Australian retail market 
is par cularly challenging due to 
Australia’s geographical size alone, 
and plays an important role in our  

 

interna onal endeavours. Link 
Audio is a young, dynamic and 
flexible company that benefits from 
a wealth of sales experience with 
well‐known audio brands. We are 
looking forward to working together 
to make Gravity’s ever‐growing 
por olio even more popular in 
Australia.” Michael Jago, Managing 
Director at Link Audio, adds: “We 
are extremely proud to sell Gravity 
in Australia. For us, Gravity meets all 
the criteria of a successful brand: 
high‐quality design, a rac ve 
packaging solu ons and a five‐year 
guarantee. Gravity is a great 
addi on to our exis ng por olio – 
we can't wait to get started.” 
 
linkaudio.com.au 
gravitystands.com 
adamhall.com 

Adam Hall Group appoints Link Audio  
as sole Gravity Distributor in Australia 

www.avltimes.com 
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Itabashi Culture Hall, located in 
Tokyo, is a cultural hub that offers 
an entertainment program ranging 
from pop, jazz, classical and rock 
through to tradi onal Japanese 
music and drama. Its 1,263‐seat 
main hall is complemented by 
mee ng spaces and rehearsal 
rooms. As the main hall’s ageing 
sound system was no longer 
offering sa sfactory bandwidth and 
coverage, the team at Itabashi set 
out to replace it with a sound 
reinforcement system that would 
offer vibrant, clear audio for 
patrons. The Hall's audio upgrade 
was implemented gradually over 
five years. Each year, different 
components such as mixing boards 
and wireless systems were replaced. 
The upgrade culminated this year 
with a new Kara II sound system in 
the main hall. 
 
Hibino Space Tech used L‐Acous cs 
Soundvision to design the system 
comprising of a centre array of 12 
Kara II, with L/R hangs of five  

Kara II per side. Two addi onal 
arrays of 10 Kara II each serve as  
side fills. Two coaxial X15 HiQ are 
deployed as stage monitors, while 
three KS21 subs per side define the 
low end. The whole system is driven 
by one LA2Xi and 14 LA4X amplified 
controllers, complemented by two  
L‐Acous cs P1 AVB processors.  
 
"With the Kara II system, no  
ma er how loud we drive it, there  
is no feedback. It's amazing how  
L‐Acous cs can provide a high level 
of sound reproduc on for the large 
auditorium of the Itabashi Culture 
Hall," says Katsuhisa Mochida, Head 
of Sound at the Itabashi Culture Hall. 
 
Mr. Mochida is now overseeing a  
full digital network system upgrade, 
including an Avid Venue console in 
the control room which provides AES 
input to the P1 AVB processor, while 
LA Network Manager monitors and 
controls the en re system. For the 
moment, the exis ng analogue lines 
are s ll available for redundancy,  

allowing the system to be switched  
switched instantly in the case of 
emergency so that the performance 
can con nue without disrup on. 
"However, there is a clear difference 
in sound quality with AVB and we 
hope to convert everything to digital 
soon to realise the full poten al of 
our new Kara II sound system." 
 
itabun.com  
l‐acous cs.com 
hibino‐spacetech.co.jp 

Tokyo’s Itabashi Culture Hall chooses L‐Acous cs Kara II 
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Award‐winning New Zealand band 
Six60 became the first ever to play 
Auckland’s Eden Park stadium in 
front of 50,000 wildly enthusias c 
fans which – we can safely say – was 
the only stadium music concert in 
the world with a live audience at 
that me! Show and ligh ng 
designer Ben Dalgleish from Human 
Person designed an incendiary, high 
impact ligh ng show fi ng for the 
occasion – u lizing over 200 Robe 
moving lights – helping to create a 
spectacular and stand‐out event 
that was also televised live.  
 
The pressure was on to create a 
produc on design – which included 
over 550 metres of LED screen – in 
just five weeks from the show being 
confirmed to the gates opening to 
allow fans onto the hallowed turf of 
New Zealand’s biggest sports 
stadium! Produc on manager Leon 
Dalton did a “fantas c” job of 
pulling everything together in this 

meframe,” observed Ben. Ben, 
working with visual designer Ian 
Valen ne, his partner in Human 
Person, was delighted to have this 
mega canvas on which to work, and 
set about filling the venue with light  
 
 

sources including the 
Robe fixtures which were 
supplied by rental 
company Spot‐light 
Systems. 
 
In order to fill New 
Zealand’s largest 
stadium, Ben needed a 
large number of high 
output fixtures, so the 
ligh ng plot included 97 
Robe BMFLs, a mix of Spots and 
Blades, which were do ed all over 
the trusses above stage, along with  
a row of 36 across the stage deck.  
A further eight BMFL Blades were 
rigged on the two delay towers 
running on a remote tracking 
followspot system. Joining the 
BMFLs on the rig were 28 x 
Tarrantulas. The Robe count was 
boosted by 75 x LEDBeam 100s.  
 
Over 50 automa on cues in the 
show facilitated a diverse range of 
looks, from drama c changes in the 
stage architecture to radical moving 
looks during some songs. Twenty‐
four MegaPointes on the front truss 
were used for audience ligh ng and 
aerial beam FX, chosen for their  

versa lity and the sheer range of 
looks that could be created. 
 
A grandMA2 system was used for 
ligh ng control with Ben 
programming and opera ng 
alongside programmer Jade Fraser.  
Video was running on a d3 system, 
operated by Evan Dilworth.  

robe.cz 
 

Huge Robe rig for Six60 gig at Eden Park Stadium 
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The crew from Spot-light Systems included 
crew chief Gavin Philpot and account rep 
Alex Oldham.  The lighting crew were Scott 
Wickham, Tim Mason, Nat Turner, Brian 
Mahoney, Ben Cooper, Mike Bowerman, 
Nathaniel Gaudin and Brad Gledhill. Follow-
Me systems tech was Jason Steel, with Ste-
ve Hedges directing the automation. Head 
rigger was Raymond Hodge, and show and 
tour production manager was Leon Dalton 
from Global Production Partners. 
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UK loudspeaker manufacturer PMC 
has appointed Budee Group to 
handle distribu on of its en re 
range of professional audio 
products into China, Hong Kong and 
Macau, with immediate effect. With 
headquarters in Beijing and branch 
offices, warehouses and service 
centres throughout China and Hong 
Kong, Budee Group has nearly 20 
years’ experience of distribu ng 
major, high end foreign brands into 
the Chinese market.  
 
Lee Feng, Budee group’s Vice 
President of MI and Touring 
Business, says: “All MI, recording, 
broadcas ng and prosumer 
business is conducted through our 
subsidiary, Unicover. We carry 35 
brands and, in most cases, we  
are their exclusive distributor in 
China. Our aim is to align our  

representa on of each brand with 
the manufacturer’s own style and 
marke ng codes. We reflect their 
voice so that the market 
understands their brand’s values.”  
 
Mills Xu, Budee Group’s head of 
Strategic Alliance and Marke ng, 
adds that the company is delighted 
to be working with PMC. “As the top 
brand of studio monitors, PMC has 
not had the brand awareness that it 
deserves in the Chinese market and 
it is our aim to bring the company’s 
products to a wider audience. PMC 
has a legendary history and a very 
extensive product range. At present, 
our recording and broadcas ng 
business is growing at high speed 
and our performance is increasing. 
Through coopera on with PMC,  
we aim to improve the maturity  
and quality of our solu ons and  

provide customers with the most 
accurate systems.” 
 
Budee Group has its own in‐house 
experience and training studios, 
which will be used to demonstrate 
PMC’s professional monitors. These 
studios are also used as commercial 
facili es for recording ar sts and 
engineers. “We have a fast growing 
sales team and have completed a 
number of drama c studio projects 
including 55TEC, Modern Sky and 
Beijing Film Academy,” Mills Xu 
says. “We have already specified a 
PMC MB3S XBD‐A system for a 
studio client with an API 2448 
console. We are very happy to be 
able to provide such a great and 
complete top‐notch turnkey system 
for them.” 
 
pmc‐speakers.com 

PMC appoints Budee Group as its distributor  
for China, Hong Kong and Macau 

www.avltimes.com 
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To elevate guest experiences, 
HARMAN Professional Solu ons 
recently collaborated with 
TechDataPS to equip Geumsan 
Daragwon with sophis cated  
cu ng‐edge audio systems. 
Geumsan Daragwon is a culture  
and welfare center featuring 
literary, cultural, educa on, sports 
and health centers, as well as a 
large concert hall and small 
performance theater. TechDataPS 
deployed a combina on of JBL, 
Crown, AKG and AMX systems to  

systems to support a variety of 
events at the venue. The team 
ou i ed the facility with JBL VTX  
A8 loudspeakers, AC28/95  
compact loudspeakers, JBL VTX  
B18 subwoofers, VTX M20 stage 
monitors, Control 26CT‐LS ceiling 
speakers, CBT 50LA‐1 column 
loudspeakers and LSR305 powered 
studio monitors to deliver 
unparalleled sound and dis nct 
coverage across the venue.  
To ensure reliable opera on and 
energy efficiency, TechDataPS  

powered the JBL loudspeakers  
with Crown I‐Tech 4x3500HD, DCi 
4|600N and DCi 4|300N amplifiers.  
To capture high‐quality audio during  
performances, the team equipped 
the rooms with AKG C414 XLII and 
C451 B condenser microphones. 
They also included AMX MCP‐108 
Massio control pads to provide  
user‐friendly control over the  
audio systems. 
 
 
pro.harman.com 

TechDataPS installs Geumsan Daragwon  
with world‐class sound for live performances 
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Netherlands‐based live experience 
design studio Live Legends has 
delivered the full produc on design 
and implementa on – including 
ligh ng, video / visual, laser, scenic 
and related 360‐degree interior 
elements plus equipment 
specifica on, programming, and 
commissioning – for the brand‐new 
1,200 capacity nightclub OT Ci es 
Gui in Nanning. This is the newest 
sought‐a er club experience 
presented by the Noa Group, 
located in Nanning, in the Guangxi 
Zhuang Autonomous Region of 
southern China. A Live Legends 
crea ve team led by principal 
designer and show director Daan 
Oomen, set designer Stefan Peters 
and senior ligh ng director Serge 
Pa st specified 270 x Robe moving 
lights to be signature fixtures in the 
stylish innova ve venue, right at the 
core of the ligh ng design. 

This prominent deployment of the 
Robe components around the club  
is intrinsic to the impact of the  
show story: 34 x MegaPointes,  
94 x Pointes, 60 x Robe Viva CMYs, 
and 76 x LEDBeam 150s.  
 
The op mally posi oned Pointes  
and MegaPointes blast in and across 
the 40‐metre‐long by 26‐metre‐wide 
room spectacularly from mul ple 
angles. Another versa le fixture  
was needed here that contrasted  
to the beam‐orientated Pointes  
and MegaPointes, so the Viva CMY 
was chosen for its good zoom and 
solid gobo op ons, as well as the 
compact size. 
 
All the Robe fixtures were supplied 
to the project by Shanghai‐based 
Live Culture Transmission (LCT), 
which is also a Robe distributor  
in China.  
 

OT Ci es Gui’s ligh ng has been 
programmed via a grandMA3 
control system which is also used  
to trigger other visual elements  
like video, lasers and also the 
automa on, complete with safety 
height and speed limits, all of which 
run during the mecoded shows 
rela ng the story of the orb in 
combina on with dancers and  
other live performers.  
 
The local operator has touch screen 
access – via the disguise video 
server – to ‘play’ the mecoded 
shows. 
 
Disguise 4x4 media servers running 
the video content are currently 
controlled remotely from Live 
Legends’ HQ in Amsterdam. 
 
 
robe.cz 

Tradi on on trend for Robe at OT Ci es Nanning 
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In 2019, the May Theater, also 
known as the Suita City Cultural 
Hall, in Osaka, began a thorough 
renova on project, including an 
update to the point source sound 
system in the large performance 
hall.  
 
Satoshi Tanio, sound engineer  
at May Theater and his team 
evaluated systems from several 
different brands. “We chose  
L‐Acous cs because they are  
the pioneers and leaders in the 
development of line array speakers 
and because their systems all have 
good phase characteris cs.”  
 
Japan Advanced Technology 
Opera ons (JATO) was tasked with 
recommending and upgrading the 
theatre’s system to line array, with 
the support of L‐Acous cs Cer fied 
Provider Distributor in Japan, Bestec 
Audio. JATO’s Taiki Imamura knew 
that the May Theater was working 
to a fixed budget, so he proposed a 
Kiva II‐based line array system. 

The final configura on consists of  
a proscenium system for the main 
hall of 11 Kiva II with two SB15 
subwoofers flown behind. On each 
side, an installa on of eight Kiva II, 
two SB15m, and one SB18i were 
rigged alongside one X12, ac ng  
as in fills.  
 
Eight X8i were deployed under  
the stage as front fills. Seven LA4X 
amplified controllers drive the 
system, connected to the mixing 
console via AES. To minimise cable  

lengths, the amplified controllers 
are placed just behind the 
proscenium’s arch. For dance events 
that require more dynamic sound 
reinforcement, May Theater also 
added a mobile system of six Kiva II 
with two SB15m and two SB18 per 
side, plus six X12 and six X8 as 
monitors, with two LA8 amplified 
controllers. 
 
jato.co.jp 
bestecaudio.com 
l‐acous cs.com 

May Theater spring cleans its sound with Kiva II 
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PRO LAB, one of the most established 
names in stage equipment retail and 
distribu on in the UAE and Middle East 
became exclusive distributor for 
PROLIGHTS in the GCC region and Egypt, 
as of June 2021. The appointment 
comes a er the increased demand for 
the manufacturer's products, and 
strategy alignment between the two 
companies who are eager to supply 
high‐quality equipment with the best 
technical exper se and product support. 
“We are thrilled to start promo ng 
PROLIGHTS' products and be able to 
show them to our customers as the world of entertainment opens back up,” said Rami Haber, Managing Director 
at PRO LAB, adding: “We have been following PROLIGHTS' con nuing success not only in entertainment but also in 
the broadcast and theatre markets, and we couldn't be more excited to be part of that journey.” For Paolo Albani, 
Interna onal Sales Manager at PROLIGHTS, appoin ng PRO LAB as a distributor represents another milestone in 
the company's expansion: “We are very happy to work with the team in Dubai. Despite its young age, PRO LAB is a 
well‐established company in the region, targe ng high customer service levels, focused on the quality of products 
they represent with a very strategic vision for its future. This couldn't come at a be er me as PROLIGHTS grows in 
mul ple sectors.” prolights.it 

Vietnam's first‐ever ‘sleepless city' officially 
opened on Phu Quoc Island, aiming to 
become the new interna onal des na on in 
Asia. Phu Quoc United Center, developed by 
Vingroup, took a total investment of $2.8 
billion that aims to a ract visitors from all 
over the world. Visitors will be able to enjoy 
the top entertainment technology with 
spectacular mul media shows, including the 
“Vietnamese flowers”, 32,000 bamboo tops, 
travelling the canals of Venice surrounded by 
coloured buildings that play homage to the 
Italian capital, among other a rac ons. 
PROLIGHTS plays a part in the ligh ng design, with fixtures installed in the centre lake where the Venice canals are. 
Every night, the river performance “Sac mau Venice” (“The colour of Venice”) dazzles visitors with a ligh ng show. 
Vietnamese ligh ng designer Mr. Trong created all the stunning looks, while Pro AVL, PROLIGHTS' distributor for 
the region, supported with the equipment and technical exper se. A total of 24 PROLIGHTS PanoramaIP Spot were 
used, along with 12 PanoramaIP WBX moving washes for the “Sac mau Venice” show. The fixtures by the Italian 
manufacturer were also used for the show “Tinh Hoa Vietnam”, featuring a whopping count of 40 PROLIGHTS 
PanoramaIP AirBeam, 36 PanoramaIP Spot and 28 PanoramaIP WBX fixtures. “The designer chose PROLIGHTS IP 
fixtures as they were installed outdoors on a semi‐permanent basis, since the show takes place every day,” said 
Puong of PRO AVL, adding: “The Panorama series are incredibly bright and very reliable, and the products 
exceeded all expecta ons.” prolights.it 

PRO LAB becomes PROLIGHTS distributor in the UAE 

PROLIGHTS up in Vietnam 
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When Middlesex Sound & Light 
(MSL) undertook a contract in Saudi 
Arabia 16 months ago—to invest a 
brand new gym concept with a high 
octane ‘club‐spec’ technical 
infrastructure—they li le knew 
what was wai ng around the 
corner. “We shipped the gear out to 
Riyadh in February last year, and the 
following month COVID struck,” 
recalls project manager Toby Jones. 
While this represented a joint 
venture between 1Rebel in the UK 
(represented by James Balfour and 
Giles Dean) and Pulse Fitness 
Group’s Fahad Alhagbani and 
Nathan Clute, there have 
subsequently been a number of 
venues open in London, all bearing 
the familiar imprint of Mar n Audio 
BlacklineX loudspeakers. “We had 
already specced Mar n Audio in 
other 1Rebel venues as they 
represent great value for money, 
and display tremendous sonic 
quality,” said Toby. Large quan es 
of Mar n Audio Blackline X12, X10, 
X8 and X115 and SX212 subwoofers 
were supplied locally by Mar n 
Audio partner’s Dubai‐based 
distributor, PRO LAB, along with 16 
ADORN A55 for the wai ng, 
changing and recep on areas. 

RIDE is the high workout Spin room 
where 12 x 4m trusses are flown 
down the length of the room. Two 
Blackline X115 subs are ground 
stacked, one on top of the other to 
the le ‐hand side of the stage. Two 
Blackline X12 boxes, forming the 
FOH audio, are located on the truss 
above the instructor, with a single 
X12 in the middle of the truss 
poin ng down as a reference 
monitor. Here, a number of video 
panels in an exploded format are 
located behind the instructor 
posi on and equally down both 
sides of the room. Meanwhile ten 
matched pairs of X10s and three 
SX212 subs are flown down the 
length of the room, offering the me
‐aligned delay boxes. 
 
The level of intensity is automa cally 
cued to the ligh ng. “The instructors 
have full control of the ligh ng by 
way of an interac ve 22” touch 
screen and become performers in 
their own right as well as handling 
the ops,” says the MSL project 
manager. 
 
RUMBLE is the boxing studio, where 
eight wall‐mounted Blackline X10 
are evenly distributed around the  

perimeter, with a pair of SX112 at 
either end of the room again 
providing high level club sound.  
 
RESHAPE, used largely for treadmill 
running, cardio and box work, sees 
15 Blackline X8 around the 
perimeter, with a pair of SX112 
subwoofers on a central truss.  
 
Finally, the FUNCTIONAL STUDIO, a 
facility to be used by Personal 
Trainers, contains a further eight 
Blackline X8 speakers and two single 
floor‐mounted SX112 subs. 
 
Other than RIDE, the Male studios 
are largely a mirror image of the 
Female. All rooms have mul ple 
touch screens so can be controlled 
locally from set posi ons. 
 
Control is handled in a BSS 
Soundweb London environment, 
and each room is fi ed with an 
audio interface and equipped with 
Trantec radio mics. Because of the 
high humidity, MSL fabricated their 
own rotary analogue control panels, 
using custom made fascia panels 
and military grade rotary pots. 
 
mar n‐audio.com 

MSL specifies BlacklineX and ADORN for 1Rebel Riyadh 
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A large, illuminated Ox artwork created by Paul Wells from 
Sydney Props Specialists to celebrate the Chinese ‘Year of the 
Ox’ was illuminated with Astera Titan Tubes and NYX Bulbs  
and realised in collabora on with Sydney Event Services.  
This stood proudly on display in Darling Harbour, Sydney, 
Australia, for three weeks during the 2021 Chinese New Year 
celebra ons. Paul asked Mitch Hancock from Sydney Events 
Services to assist with the project’s ligh ng and delivery. For 
 a project like the Ox, the two Titan Tubes and five NYX Bulbs 
inside were ideal due to their light weight and wireless control 
in addi on to the beau ful colour ranges and super‐smooth 
light output. Two Titan Tubes illuminated the body, with the 
bulbs posi oned to spread lumens down the limbs and into 
the head distribu ng it and achieving a nice even glow. The Titan Tubes 
were secured using the various Astera moun ng clip op ons, with the 
NYX Bulbs fi ed into waterproof light sockets mounted directly inside  
the Ox. The electrics were all fed in / out through one of the ox’s hind 
legs and hooves, down into a waterproof plinth below on which it was 
mounted, keeping all the electrics safe and dry. The client requested four 
different colour combina ons and the plan was to choose one signature 
look, but the Astera App allowed Paul and Mitch to animate the ligh ng 
and create a sequence that scrolled seamlessly between all four ligh ng 
designs to the delight of the client. astera‐led.com 

Nureva Inc., an innovator in 
advanced audio conferencing 
solu ons, announces the 
appointment of Hitecindo 
Kharisma (M) Sdn. Bhd. (HIKA), as its 
direct reseller in Malaysia. HIKA is a 
value‐added AV reseller that has built its 
deeply rooted reputa on on establishing 
long‐term rela onships with its 
customers. The company has begun to 
introduce Nureva’s audio conferencing 
product line to the Malaysian market, 
where there is an increasing need for 
reliable audio to support the country’s 
growing hybrid working and learning environments. “I haven’t been this excited about a new innova on in a long 

me and believe that Nureva audio systems with Microphone Mist technology have tremendous market poten al 
in Malaysia,” said C.K. Lum, HIKA’s CEO. “Tradi onal audio products come with costly restric ons and challenges 
that Nureva systems avoid, and I’m proud to work with them to get this game‐changing product into schools and 
businesses across the country.” “We are delighted to welcome HIKA to our growing interna onal channel,” said 
Nancy Knowlton, Nureva’s CEO. “We look forward to working with them to address the cri cal need for audio 
conferencing solu ons that support the long‐term trend of hybrid working and learning in Malaysia.”  
hika.com     nureva.com 

No Bull with Chinese Ox sculpture illuminated by Astera 

Nureva appoints HIKA as its direct reseller in Malaysia 
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Looking to add extraordinary sound 
to its sermons and special events, 
Dongil Church hired TechDataPS 
Co., Ltd. to design and install a 
HARMAN Professional audio 
solu on that delivers world‐class 
acous cs throughout the property. 
In 2020, the church relocated and 
built a new 600‐seat temple in 
Dongdaesin‐dong, which is in the 
Seo‐gu district of Busan. 
 
TechDataPS installed JBL VTX A8 
loudspeakers and VTX B18 
subwoofers. For stage monitoring, 
the system includes JBL VTX M20 
stage monitors, AC195 and 
PRX812W loudspeakers, as well as a 
dbx PMC16 personal monitor 
controller. Crown I‐Tech 4x3500HD 
amplifiers power the system, while 
a Soundcra  Vi1000 digital mixing 
console and Compact Stagebox 
provide professional mixing 
func onality. Capturing and 
delivering crystal‐clear vocals, 
speech and instruments for sermons 
and other stage performances, the 
solu on features an array of AKG 
microphones, including the Drum 
Set Concert I collec on, C214 large‐
diaphragm condenser, PZM30 D 
hemispherical boundary layer mic,  
 

WMS470 Vocal Set D5 wireless 
system, D5 CS dynamic vocal mic  
and HC81 MD lightweight cardioid 
headworn mic. 
 
Bringing superb sound to the 
church’s baby room and lobby, 
TechDataPS deployed JBL Control 
16C/T ceiling loudspeakers, while 
BSS EC‐V Ethernet volume 
controllers and BSS BLU‐100 signal 
processors with BLU link provide 
added flexibility and audio 
performance. The systems in the 
children’s room and both 
elementary rooms use JBL EON612 
loudspeakers, AKG microphones and 
a Soundcra  Ui16 digital mixer to 
deliver excep onal audio, while the 
mul purpose room features JBL 
KP4012 loudspeakers as the main 
speakers, JRX212 speakers for the 
monitors, a Soundcra  Si Impact 
digital mixing console and 
Soundcra  Mini Stagebox 16i.  
 
Rounding out the solu on, 
TechDataPS equipped Dongil’s café 
and choir prac ce room with JBL 
EON208P all‐in‐one portable PA 
systems, which offer excellent sound 
and Bluetooth wireless playback 
capabili es. pro.harman.com 

TechDataPS installs end‐to‐end solu on to Dongil Church 
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A Chris e® LED video wall installed along a unique walkway 
in Redcliffe, Queensland is delivering stunning visuals that 
celebrate the illustrious music career of the Bee Gees – one 
of the world’s most popular music groups in the mid‐ to late 
1970s. The giant video screen, which boasts a viewing area 
of 5.3 square meters (57 square feet), is made up of Chris e 
Apex Series LED les with a pixel pitch of 2.5mm. It is one of 
the centerpieces of Bee Gees Way, a 70‐meter (230 foot) 
alley named a er the Gibb brothers – Barry, Robin, and 
Maurice – that pays tribute to their legendary music career 
spanning over four decades and selling over 200 million 
albums. Arranged in a five‐by‐four array and fi ed in a 
custom‐built weatherproof enclosure 
for long‐term durability, the Apex 
Series LED video wall is used for the 
playback of exclusive interviews  
with Barry Gibb – the group’s sole 
 surviving member. 
chris edigital.com 

Chris e® and its distributor 
Zhongqing Yingye Group are 
jointly organizing a series of 
roadshows across nine ci es to 
showcase its latest projec on and 
integrated solu ons for various 
applica ons including cultural 
tourism, staging and performing 
arts, theme parks and a rac ons, 
corporate venues and 
showrooms, as well as museums and science centers. A endees can check out 
Chris e’s state‐of‐the‐art projec on solu ons, including the high‐performance 
Chris e Griffyn 4K32‐RGB pure laser projector equipped with 34,000 lumens while 
opera ng at less than 46dBA at full brightness. Another highlight is a tech preview 
of the upcoming Chris e Inspire Series laser projector. Together with the tried‐and‐tested GS Series and HS Series, 
these 1DLP laser projectors offer powerful, reliable and cost‐effec ve op ons for almost any high‐use applica on. 
Also on show is a fascina ng 3D projec on mapping demonstra on on a model of an ancient tower measuring 6 
meters in length and 3 meters in height, made possible using three 20,000‐lumen Chris e HS Series 1DLP® laser 
projectors, Chris e Pandoras Box and Chris e Mys que – an automated camera‐based alignment and recalibra on 
solu on, enables users to quickly install, align, calibrate and maintain mul ‐projector systems.  chris edigital.com 

Chris e LED video wall celebrates the  
Bee Gees’ illustrious music career 

Chris e and Zhongqing Yingye Group showcase latest 
projec on and integrated solu ons at roadshows in China 

Bronze statues of the Bee Gees 
at Bee Gees Way, with the  
Christie Apex LED video wall  
in the background  
(Photo credit: Moreton Bay  
Regional Council) 
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Ocean Park Hong Kong is thrilling 
guests with dynamic ligh ng 
enhancements courtesy of MPHK 
Group Ltd. and Ela on Professional. 
The popular Hong Kong a rac on 
updated the exterior ligh ng at its 
iconic main entrance, along with 
ligh ng upgrades to its awe‐
inspiring “Gala of Lights” 
mul media shows.  
 
One of the thrills of any theme park 
resort visit, and certainly at Ocean 
Park, is the moment a visitor first 
sets eyes on the entrance marquee 
and gets a glimpse of what awaits 
inside. As part of the ligh ng 
upgrade, the main entrance canopy  

arch at Ocean Park now beckons 
guests with ligh ng effects from a 
line of 10 IP65‐rated Proteus 
Maximus™ LED moving heads.  
Much of the entrance area is bathed 
in color from 157 SixPar Z19 IP™ 
luminaires, IP65‐rated 6‐color PAR 
wash lights with zoom.  
 
Headquartered in Hong Kong, 
entertainment technology specialists 
MPHK Group Ltd  supplied the 
Ela on lights to contractor BYME 
Engineering Ltd. for the main 
entrance por on of the ligh ng 
upgrade. MPHK supplied Ela on 
ligh ng along with ligh ng from 
Ela on sister‐company Acclaim to  

contractor ArcSource Ltd. for the 
Lagoon area install. Some 48 
Proteus Hybrid™ beam/spot/wash 
moving heads mounted on light 
poles around the Lagoon area while 
8 custom‐painted Proteus Hybrid 
fixtures work from the Aquarium 
roof. Acclaim products include 56 
Aqua Graze™ linear LED fixtures  
and 8 Acclaim Aqua Drum HO™ 
wash fixtures mounted on the 
performance stage. Some 140 
meters of Acclaim Flex Tape trace 
an outline of color from around the 
edge of the stage. 
 
 
mphkg.com.hk  ela onligh ng.com 

MPHK Group chooses Ela on for IP ligh ng upgrade  
at Ocean Park Hong Kong 
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Dynamic AV Technologies recently ou i ed Ceylon Theatres Regal 
Cinema Dematagoda with a complete HARMAN Professional 
cinema audio solu on to provide immersive sound quality for 
moviegoers. Ceylon Theatres is a Sri Lankan theater chain with an 
85‐year history that currently operates six loca ons throughout 
the country. “Working on a cinema project with HARMAN is easy, 
as they are extremely suppor ve in all aspects of design and 
commissioning," said Mohan Abeyasinghe, Managing Director, 
Dynamic AV Technologies. In two of the theaters, Dynamic AV 
Technologies installed JBL C221 ScreenArray cinema loudspeakers, 
augmented JBL 8320 compact cinema surround speakers. In the 
third room, the team installed JBL C222 ScreenArray cinema 
loudspeakers, supported by JBL 9300 cinema surround speakers. 
Dynamic AV Technologies ou i ed the rooms with JBL 4642AD 
dual subwoofers. The systems in all theaters are controlled by JBL 
CPI 2000‐CH cinema processors and powered by Crown DSi Series 
amplifiers. Dynamic AV Technologies selected the JBL 200 Series 
ScreenArray speakers because they combine the latest 
technological advances with a compact footprint and accessible 
price point, making them ideal for small‐ to mid‐sized cinemas. 
pro.harman.com 

Audio Visual Events, an Australian AV supplier, 
pride themselves on offering the latest in 
equipment to present their client's informa on 
and goals in a stunning manner. So it was no 
surprise when the decision was made to purchase 
twelve PROLIGHTS EclPanel TWCJr, the LED so  
light that is taking the industry by storm. The 
Prolights EclPanel TWCJr provides a beau ful, wide 
source of so  and precise colours as well as a full 
range of white CCT, from daylight through to 
tungsten tones, reaching a superior light quality 
with high CRI, TLCI and TM‐30. Paul Kea ng, 
General Manager, says the EclPanels were ini ally purchased for their ON AIR state of the art semi‐permanent 
studio but as restric ons in Australia have eased, the EclPanels have been venturing out more and more. “When 
we go out to do filming or when we're doing smaller events where there's a Livestream element, they've been 
great,” he said. “Originally we ran moving head fixtures in our studio but we were keen to switch to a professional 
broadcast light solu on in the studio as well as for hybrid work going forward. We looked at several products but 
for their price point, the EclPanels are amazing. Of course, hearing that Channel 9 invested a fortune in these 
fixtures, as well as a couple of other produc on houses that we know, helped seal the deal!” AVE also purchased 
SnapBag so boxes to aid in so ening the light when required as well as barndoors with four direc onal flaps to 
adjust the light beam. Tom notes these will be handy for their corporate work. showtech.com.au     prolights.it 

Ceylon Theatres Regal Cinema Dematagoda delivers 
blockbuster sound with HARMAN Professional Solu ons 

AVE grow with Prolights EclPanel TWCJr 
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A live music enthusiast, Mr. Nicha 
Uengkhao the owner of Jab Pae 
Chon Kae restaurant had been 
admiring the L‐Acous cs sound at 
live events and fes vals around 
Bangkok for years. In 2016, when he 
first opened Jab Pae Chon Kae in the 
original loca on, he had hoped to 
install L‐Acous cs Kara, but was not 
yet able to make that dream a 
reality. But he kept in touch with 
Vision One, L‐Acous cs cer fied 
distributor and integrator for 
Thailand. In 2020 when they made 
the decision to move to a new 
loca on, the me felt right for 
upgrading their sound.  
 
“The team at Jab Pae Chon Kae 
called us in to survey the new venue 
and propose an L‐Acous cs system 
that would work well, both in terms 
of sound coverage and SPL 
requirements,” explains Vision One  

Chief Opera ng Officer Tanapat 
“Tony” Mongkolkosol. Tony and  
the team at Vision One worked with 
L‐Acous cs Soundvision 3D acous c 
modelling so ware to design a 
system that would give consistent 
coverage to the space.  

 

The main area system consists of 
arrays of five L‐Acous cs A10 Focus, 
with a single A10 Wide at the 
bo om, per side. The top two 
enclosures use Panflex to set arrays 
at 90° to throw more SPL to the rear 
of the venue and keep sound off the 
walls, while other four A10 are set 
to 110° for wider coverage to the 
area directly in front of the stage to 
the main dining area. Six L‐Acous cs 
KS21 subwoofers supply the low‐
end rumble, while two L‐Acous cs 
X12 provide coverage to the venue’s 
le  wings. L‐Acous cs LA4X 
amplifiers drive the system, along 
with an L‐Acous cs P1 processor to 
upscale the input signal to 96kHz 
digital, and to bridge AVB and 
analogue audio with a low latency 
and maximized bandwidth. 
 
visionone.co.th 
l‐acous cs.com 

L‐Acous cs A Series at Jab Pae Chon Kae Restaurant 
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The main a rac on of Bauer Studios 
has always been Studio 1, with an 
analog Neve console and a live 
room of almost 2,000 square feet 
that provides ample space for 
orchestras and big bands. And for 
the “Studio Konzert” series, which is 
recorded live in front of an audience 
on 2‐track analog tape and later 
distributed exclusively on vinyl – via 
Bauer Studios’ own record label.  
 
Since 2017, Bauer Studios has been 
run by a new management duo, 
Be na Bertók‐Thumm and Michael 
Thumm. But the founders’ 
philosophy is con nued with great 
consistency. A er all, Bauer Studios 
has always been characterized by a 
pioneering spirit. When Bauer 
Studios opened in December 1948, 
it was Germany’s first private 
recording studio. In the late 1950s, 
Bauer Studios became pioneers of 
stereophony. So it’s only logical that 
the possibili es of immersive sound 
are now being explored.  

“We do have a tradi on of looking 
forward,” explains Michael Thumm, 
sound engineer and managing 
director. “What is there that goes 
beyond stereo? What's next? We 
enjoy exploring new things, and I 
think that's why we're s ll around 
a er 70 years.” 
 
Studio Conversion as an 
Opportunity for Immersive Audio  
Studio 2, which had previously been 
li le used and was past its prime, 
was to be converted for film sound 
mixing. At least that was the original 
idea. Both Michael Thumm and his 
colleague Be na Bertók‐Thumm 
had completed their Tonmeister 
studies at the Babelsberg Konrad 
Wolf Academy of Film and Television 
(today: Film University) in Potsdam. 
So they were very familiar with 
mul channel formats, as cinema 
produc ons have long relied on 
surround sound – and now 
increasingly venture into immersive 
audio formats. Michael Thumm:  

“It quickly became clear to us that if  
we’re building a studio in 2017, it 
would be stupid not to consider an 
immersive format. It was a rela vely 
small step to screw four more 
speakers to the ceiling. With film 
sound in mind, we made a 
conscious decision to go with Dolby 
Atmos, even though Auro 3D played 
a bigger role for music produc ons 
at the me. We figured that Dolby's 
connec ons to the movie business 
would give it a greater influence on 
the market. And that’s what we see 
happening now. For example, 
Universal is having their back 
catalogue mixed in Dolby Atmos at 
Capitol Studios in Los Angeles.” The 
newly designed Studio 2, op mized 
by Markus Bertram (MB Akus k), 
was therefore to be equipped with a 
monitoring system that supports 
common surround formats as well 
as Dolby Atmos. When it came to 
choosing the loudspeakers, 
Neumann studio monitors were 
quickly selected as the first choice. 

www.avltimes.com 

Neumann Monitors for  
Immersive Audio at Bauer Studios  

Bauer Studios in Ludwigsburg has been among the top addresses in the German recording scene – for over  
70 years! All the big names of German‐language pop music have recorded here and interna onal stars too.  
It was never a ques on of pandering to the mainstream. Bauer Studios has earned an excellent reputa on  
for high‐quality jazz recordings in par cular, including a legendary live recording adored by jazz lovers all  

over the world: The Köln Concert by Keith Jarre . 
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Neumann Monitoring for 
Maximum Compa bility  
“The decision to use Neumann 
actually had nothing to do with 
immersive,” explains Michael 
Thumm. A decisive factor was 
compa bility with other studios and 
with their sound engineers’ listening 
experience. “Neumann monitors 
were in many TV mix rooms, they 
were used at the university, and 
many recording studios are now 
also equipped with them. We spoke 
to many fellow sound engineers 
before we made our decision: What 
studio monitors do you know? What 
do you prefer? I personally like the 
Neumann studio monitors; I have 
used them frequently and have 
always been able to achieve great 
results. Our sound engineer 
colleagues here at Bauer Studios 
also agreed on Neumann monitors. 
Moreover, we also rent out Studio 2 
to external sound engineers. We 
therefore wanted loudspeakers that 
everyone would feel comfortable 
working with. Everyone knew the 
Neumann monitors, and we o en 
heard, 'I’ve got the small ones at 
home!’“  
 
The consistent sound image within 
the KH product line also plays an 
important role for the monitoring 
system in Studio 2 because different 
models are used: “Five KH 310s 
form the surround circle. If  

necessary, we can add two more KH 
310s for 7.1. The subwoofer is a KH 
870, and four KH 80 DSPs are used 
for the height layer. So it's a 5.1.4 or 
7.1.4 setup.” 
 
New Mixing and Listening 
Experiences  
Among the first produc ons that 
used the new possibili es was Wer 
 4 sind (2019), a film documentary 
celebra ng the 30th anniversary of 
German rap pioneers Die 
Fantas schen Vier. “That was 
na vely post‐produced in Dolby 
Atmos. In the music sector, there  
are requests, but demand is not 
huge, so far.”  
 
Part of the reason, of course, is the 
Covid pandemic; many produc ons 
couldn't take place. But instead of 
sinking into depression, Bauer 
Studios decided to use the me 
wisely. Michael Thumm: “The 
opportunity arose for the eight 
sound engineers employed at Bauer 
Studios to gain experience in 
immersive audio. So all the sound 
engineers remixed their produc ons 
in Dolby Atmos. We got to grips with 
the format, played things back to 
each other; we discussed our work 
and had fun discovering: what is  

possible, what makes sense?  
We tried out a wide variety of 
approaches and workflows.”  
The result is Freiheitsgrade 
(“degrees of freedom”), a 
compila on of produc ons from 
Bauer Studios, remixed in Dolby 
Atmos. The musical spectrum 
ranges from big band jazz and 
modern jazz to funk, pop and folk. 
Unlike many other immersive 
produc ons, there is a clear focus 
on acous c music.  
 
“It's a huge pleasure to listen to a 
large body of sound such as a big 
band in immersive audio, to feel the 
energy in the room – even for 
people who actually prefer other 
types of music,” Michael Thumm 
enthuses. He sums up his mixing 
insights as follows: “As a sound 
engineer, you should enjoy 
experimen ng. What possibili es 
does the format offer, and what can 
I do to serve this piece of music? 
You shouldn't lose sight of the 
listeners, either; for example, they 
should no ce that there are ceiling 
speakers. When I’m not mixing to 
picture, I can give the listener the 
opportunity to stand in the middle 
of the band. The space this creates 
makes mixing easier; I don't have to 
use as much EQ and compression to 
fit the music between two speakers. 
With immersive, I can resolve the 
arrangement much more finely, 
present it to the listener in a more 
transparent way. Moving around 
this playing field is a great 
pleasure.” 
 
 Of course, the result is also a great 
pleasure for the listener. 
Freiheitsgrade will be available mid‐
September 2021 via the streaming 
providers Apple Music, Tidal, and 
Amazon Music. 

www.avltimes.com 
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Michael Thumm, sound engineer and 
managing director of  Bauer Studios in 
the redesigned control room of Studio 2  
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Clever? Yes, but those familiar with 
the award‐winning designer’s ethos 
would know that this is more than a 
wi y quip. There is a perpetual 
restlessness s rring at the heart of 
Mark Devlin’s crea ve spirit that, 
throughout his life, has inspired him 
to seek new forms of ar s c 
expression.  
 
It is this driving force that has taken 
him from working on print ads when 
he was fresh out of college, to 
designing visuals for every major TV 
network and the Disney channel, to 
crea ng stunning video and VFX 
panoramas for an impressive list of 
ar sts that includes Judas Priest, 
KISS, Metallica, Def Leppard, Pitbull, 
Taylor Swi , Heart, Fall Out Boy and 
many more. 
 
Though his inquisi veness is never 
s ll, Devlin invariably begins the 
design process in a relaxed, almost 
medita ve state. Pressure bears no 
good crea ve fruits in his mind. 
Instead he spends hours listening to 
a client’s music (the ul mate driving 
force behind all of his designs), 
allowing it to wash over his 
subconscious as if in a dream.  
 
Emerging from this state, Devlin 
begins the hard work of turning an 
ethereal vision into the tangible 
building blocks of an actual design.  
 

 
In the end, no two results are ever 
the same, since each was 
accomplished, not for its own sake, 
but to be a part of a larger concert 
experience.  
 
Speaking from his Mark Devlin Visual 
Design studio, he discussed the ever‐
expanding crea ve process and le  
us convinced that the best is indeed 
yet to come. 
 
On the Judas Priest Firepower tour, 
you created some menacing images, 
such as those for “Evil Never Dies.” 
How do you get inspired to do 
something like that? Is it a different 
crea ve process than it is for more 
mellow offerings like the gentle pop 
up books you did for James Taylor? 
“For me, it makes no difference 
which genre of music I’m working 
on. When I am trying to come up 
with an idea for a visual, the music 
tells me the solu on. As an ar st, I 
have always been impressed by the 
imagery of my dreams. The colors, 
texture details and concepts are 
always more imagina ve than my 
natural talent could ever conceive.  
 
“My crea ve process always begins 
by relaxing somewhere comfortable 
and while listening to the song over 
and over, in almost a medita ve 
state, un l the music inspires images 
from my subconscious to fill  

 
my day dreams. When I come out of 
the zone, the challenge is in 
discovering how to turn my day 
dreams into a reality on the screen.” 
 
In general terms, you start every 
project off with, what in essence is, 
a blank screen. That must be scary! 
Do you ever procras nate at the 
start of a project? 
”Definitely. I start every project with 
a small panic a ack. ‘I’m doing 
What? For Who?’ OMG! I get so 
excited by some projects that it’s 
hard ge ng started.” 
 
When you start a project, is there 
one design element that you 
always begin with? 
“The music drives everything. The 
color, brightness, speed. I always 
start by breaking the song down. 
Intro, verse one, chorus one1, verse 
2 two, chorus two, bridge/ guitar 
solo, ending. Regardless of the 
project, the structure is always the 
same. Verses one and two are 
similar. The choruses just repeat. 
The end is everything rolled into 
one. When faced with a large, very 
visible project, by breaking the 
concept down into intro, verse, 
chorus and solo, you simplify the 
solu on. This reduces the stress 
that can come with any high profile 
project.” 

 

    Mark Devlin  
  Restless Light 

 
Asked how he’d like to be remembered as a designer, this Los Angles 

based video and VFX content creator didn’t point to any of his singular 

accomplishments, of which there are many; instead he suggested that 

perhaps it would be for some future project not yet started. 

www.avltimes.com 
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Does pressure fuel your crea ve 
juices? We ask because on 
Journey’s Eclipse tour, you had to 
re‐render video content in a very 
short me. We understand it was 
about a week. You had to deal with 
a similar situa on on KISS’ Rock 
The Na on tour. Yet, the results in 
both cases were stunning. So, 
what’s the secret for dealing with 

me pressure? 
“Pressure does not fuel crea ve 
juices. Pressure creates anxiety. 
Anxiety creates poor choices. The 
trick to handling pressure is to 
manage your me. In the case of 
the KISS project. I had 14 days to 
create 19 full length videos, plus 
about 40 addi onal short loops. 
 
“That’s 14 days mes 24 hours for 
337 total hours. With five hours 
allo ed for sleep each day, I would 
have seven hours to come up with a 
concept, do preproduc on, 
produc on, edi ng, rendering and 
file transferring. By maintaining this 
set schedule we guaranteed a 
successful finish. But things never 
go as planned. On the last day, I had 
been up for three days straight. I 
had one more video to produce and 
an hour‐and‐a‐half to do it. 
 
“I remembered that Paul Stanley 
once told me he liked red. So the 
last video was just full screens of 
red fading up and down to the beat. 
It looked great and we finished 
loading content as the band walked 
on stage.” 
 
VFX has been described as a  
means of manipula ng reality, 
which is precisely what art does. 
You have certainly done this to 
great effect. Yet, your work’s power 
o en stems from its authen city. 
How do you maintain plausibility  
in your designs? 
“The purpose of visual effects is not 
to manipulate reality, but instead to  

make the unbelievable, believable.  
However, as a content designer,  
my job is to visually interpret the 
message of the music, not to create 
something eye‐catching for the 
audience. By focusing on the 
message of the song, the content 
will support the performance. VFX 
should never overpower the 
performance.” 
 
How has the growth of VFX changed 
the role of other forms of design, 
such as ligh ng and scenic? 
“Visual effects have given us the 
ability to combine the real world 
with the CG world seamlessly and 
undetectably. It gives a stage 
designer the ability to augment and 
add depth to the stage. A video 
screen is just another light for an LD. 
Many mes I have supplied an LD, 
loops of CGI ligh ng elements and 
let him create his own solu ons.” 
 
From your perspec ve what is the 
key to successful collabora on 
between a ligh ng designer and 
video designer? 
“My experience has been that the 
two have to work together as one, or 
one of them will over power the 
other. Too many video designers 
design like they are the star of the  

show. They get offended if things 
aren’t just the way they want it. 
That never works! 
 
“At the same me, many LD’s don’t 
get the power of video content. 
When the singer sings “JUMP”, and 
one second later the video plays the 
words J‐U‐M‐P, no one is looking at 
the lights. They are asking why the 
video is out of sync. 
 
“The last step of my crea ve 
process is always to turn my efforts 
over to the LD and let him turn my 
video into light. The results are 
always impressive.” 
 
A moment ago, we talked about 
your work in reference to art. Are 
there any ar sts from the pre‐tech 
era who you think would have 
exceled at VFX? 
“I have seen what Leonardo da Vinci 
could do with a piece of paper and a 
pencil. I would love to see what he 
could have done with a video 
worksta on, a 2500 CPU render 
farm, unlimited RAM, fluid 
simulators, CGI, a team of 
produc on professionals….  
And of course, an iPhone.” 

www.avltimes.com 
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You started out in print art with a 
degree in graphic design from 
Temple. How and why did you 
make the transi on to what you  
do today? 
“I remember wan ng to be an ar st 
since I was in elementary school. 
But at that age I didn’t really 
understand what being an ar st 
meant. As I grew older and 
technology moved forward, that 
defini on of what an ar st was, 
changed as well. 
 
“In the beginning to make money I 
had to be a graphic designer. 
Graphic design led to mo on 
graphics, which led to broadcast 
design, which led to visual effects 
and direc ng which led to being at 
the right place at the right me. 
Ul mately I was working on a 
project and was completely 
unaware that the guy I was working 
with was Tommy Thayer, guitar  

player and band member of KISS.  
Tommy gave me my first shot and  
I took full advantage of it.” 
 
We know you review all your work 
many mes over on a screen, but do 
your crea ons ever look different to 
you when you actually seem at a 
show with a live audience? 
 
“A er years of working with various 
LED products, you get a general 
understanding of what the computer 
screen will look like on LED’s. But  
my heart skips a beat every me I 
see my work for the first me on  
the screens, with the lights, sound 
and reac on from the audience.  
It literally is my favorite sensa on  
and I feel lucky to be able to do  
what I do.” 
 
What’s the toughest thing  
about your job? 
“My job must be done opening  

night. When the first show is over,  
and everything went great, 
backstage you are a star. You’ve 
said all your good buys to the other 
members of the team, and you 
watch them drive off in the bus to 
begin the tour. That’s when you 
realize, the excitement is over, it’s 
back to reality. Not doing it is the 
hardest part.” 
 
In addi on to your concert work, 
you’ve created a lot of images  
for commercials. Since these 
commercials are seen on a screen 
rather than live in an arena, does it 
change the types of things you are 
able to do with your designs? 
“Good, cheap or fast, pick two. With 
today’s technology and availability 
of resources, good, cheap and fast 
are the only restric ons. They apply 
equally regardless of size, aspect 
ra o or resolu on of the screen.” 
 
 

www.avltimes.com 
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Along those lines, concerts are 
invariably videoed now, either 
professionally or with cell phones. 
Does the thought that a concert is 
going to be viewed later on video 
change your approach at all? 
“Concerts bring back memories. 
Visually, for each song, I try to 
create environments that awaken 
those memories. A few years ago  
I started judging my own work by 
the amount of cell phones videoing 
the show. For the folks that are 
recording the show, I have sparked 
those memories.” 
 
How have you stayed busy during 
the pandemic? 
“My place is very, very clean and 
organized. Lots of quality family 

me. I’m fat now. 
“It’s been hard watching the 
divisions that have grown in this 
country. I was led to create 
free2funLA.com, a site which 
provides a wide variety of things  
to do each day in LA, all of which  
are FREE! Spend your me,  
not just your money.  
“The idea is that by removing 
money from the equa on, we hope 
to show people ways to focus on 
family, friends and building long‐
las ng founda ons and personal 
support for all.” 
 
Will the pandemic have any impact, 
short‐term or long‐term, on the 
way concert stages are designed? 
“I don’t think so. In fact, it seems 
that every natural disaster 
demonstrates how efficiently the 
touring industry builds, creates and 
beaks down. This year, much of the 
world learned about Zoom. But for  
years now, my team members have 
all operated remotely, while 
remaining fully mobile and 
connected.” 
 
 
 
 

Do you think we will see more 
virtual reality shows that take place 
completely online? 
“I once tried to convince Bruce 
Dickinson, from Iron Maiden, of the 
value of being able to offer a wider 
audience the Iron Maiden 
experience. He explained to me that 
if you wish to experience an Iron 
Maiden concert, buy a f***ing cket 
and come to a Maiden concert, 
because there is nothing else like it. I 
think technology will con nue to 
grow and con nue to redefine what 
live entertainment actually is and 
how we experience it.” 
 
Looking back on your career, are 
there any projects that stand out as 
being the most influen al on your 
development as a designer? 
“Yes definitely. Always my next 
project.” 

Your por olio features a very 
diverse body of work, but is there 
one consistent quality that runs 
through all you do? Something that 
defines it as a Mark Devlin work? 
“I hope not. As a designer, I am a 
visual interpreter of another ar st’s 
message. If one could recognize 
work, as my work, then I failed at 
represen ng the message of the 
music. If there is one consistent 
quality that runs through all I do,  
it is diversity.” 
 
How would you like to be 
remembered as a designer? 
“I would like to be most 
remembered for the work  
I’ve yet to do.” 

www.avltimes.com 
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Next genera on IP central sta on 
integrates en re range of  
Clear‐Com digital partyline 
products, including the FreeSpeak 
Family, HelixNet, and Dante  
third‐party devices. 
 
Clear‐Com is proud to announce the 
ground‐breaking Arcadia™ Central 
Sta on, a next‐genera on scalable 
IP pla orm which integrates all 
wired and wireless partyline 
systems, including the FreeSpeak™ 
family of digital wireless solu ons 
and HelixNet® Digital Partyline. The 
system can license up to 96 IP ports 
in a single RU device, with further 
licensing add‐ons an cipated in the 
future, making Arcadia the intercom 
centerpiece for a vast range of 
applica ons best served by partyline 
workflows. Designed with input 
from Clear‐Com’s extensive global 
live sound user base, Arcadia 
represents the next evolu on in 
partyline workflows, combining 
digital, analog and AoIP intercom 
technologies into a single integrated 
system. From the Broadway stage to 
a growing community congrega on 
to the largest and most complex live 
events, Arcadia is ideally suited for a 
wide variety of applica ons, in part 
due to its flexible licensing‐based 
model that allows future expansion. 
 
 

The need for simple and quick 
adjustments to the system is 
reflected in Arcadia’s two large 
front panel touchscreens, with four 
rotary encoders to quickly scroll 
through menus or for use as a  
4‐way key sta on.  
 
The system is configured and 
monitored through a new, re‐
imagined version of Clear‐Com’s 
browser‐based CCM™ so ware 
featuring an intui ve interface that 
guides users through all steps of  
the process.  

Arcadia provides general 
connec vity to a wide range of 
Clear‐Com endpoints through a 
mixture of 2‐wire and 4‐wire audio 
ports, together with third‐party 
Dante and AES67 AoIP devices.  
 
Addi onally, it supports the full 
range of FreeSpeak digital wireless 
products, encompassing the 1.9 
GHz, 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands, and 
the upcoming integra on with 
HelixNet, the industry‐leading wired 
digital partyline system, delivering 
incredible architectural fl exibility 
with elegant simplicity for the end‐
user in a unique advancement for 
the industries we serve.  

 
 

Tap / Click the link below to see a demo version of the CCM so ware: 
www.clearcom.com/request‐a‐demo/ 

www.clearcom.com/arcadia‐ip‐intercom/ 
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A premium lightweight headset 
designed for excellent audio 
quality, comfort and ease of use.  
 
Descrip on  
The CC‐28 premium lightweight 
headsets feature high performance 
headphones and cardioid dynamic 
microphones that provide high 
quality audio and modern styling.  
 
Integrated Mute Switch Opera on  
The CC‐28 headset microphones can 
be turned on and off by moving the 
microphone boom.  
 
To turn ON the microphone, pull  
the boom gently downwards (past 
the 10 o’clock/2 o’clock posi on).  
 
To turn the microphone OFF, push 
the boom gently upwards (above 
the 10 o’clock/2 o’clock posi on). 
 
Key Features and Benefits  
 Single closed back, lightweight 

headset  

 Over‐the‐head design  

 Flexible gooseneck microphone 
posi oning  

 Leathere e earpad  

 Dynamic microphone  

 100Hz to 14kHz earphone 
frequency response  

 Boom Rota on ON/OFF switch 
for quick microphone mu ng  

 Fully serviceable 

 
 
 
 
 
   Tap / Click the link below to visit the Clear‐Com website  

www.clearcom.com 
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INFiLED, a leading manufacturer  
of LED displays, takes delight in 
unveiling the second‐genera on 
interac ve dance floor solu on  
DF2. A er a half year of dedica on, 
the new version of the DF2 series 
takes its final form, possessing  
more merits that consist of market 
trends.  
 
"Based on previous market 
research, we decided to upgrade 
the original DF series in an all‐
around way in response to new 
market demands. We have modified 
the cabinet design, again and again, 
to make it as light as possible since 
the project's ini a on. As you can 
see, the DF2 series loses weight 
successfully with individual cabinets 
of no more than 12kg. The secret 
lies in a brand new hollow frame 
design, which also guarantees easy 
installa on and maintenance. We 
believe that the DF2 series LED  
display launch will be a hit to the 
current market." Commented 
engineer Qin.  
 
The most outstanding feature of the 
DF2 series LED display is an 
innova ve hollow frame design, 
producing much lighter and thinner 
cabinets weighing only 10.5kg and 
measuring 83.3mm high, easy to  
 
 

available can ac vate interac on 
between screen and users due to 
built‐in sensors for footwork tracks. 
Though lightweight, the DF2 series 
can bear a heavy load, suppor ng 
stage props and crowds' high‐
intensity pedaling, suitable for stage 
shows, science museums, event 
centers, and other places. 
 
 

install and maintain freehand. 
Independent cabinet foot design 
and two simple screen leveling 
methods available also quickens 
installa on, saving both me and 
cost. The opera on of the whole 
screen will not be disturbed as 
individual magne c modules are 
removed for maintenance.  
 
Specially designed for floor screen 
applica on, the DF2 series has an 
an ‐slip surface and is rated as high 
as IP65 concerning proof against 
dust and water. Meanwhile, it is  
excep onally friendly to users, 
emi ng no dazzling light and 
offering a wide viewing angle 
without a color cast. Interac on is  
 
 Click/Tap the link to learn more:   pr@infiled.com        h p://infiled.com/ 

INFiLED is a leading high-tech enterprise  
specialized in developing and manufacturing 
large-format LED display solutions. With  
installations in over 85 countries and over 178 
patents, one of the highest numbers in the 
industry, INFiLED is striving to be a top brand 
of LED screen manufacturers to enlighten the 
world with a visual feast! INFiLED's product 
application range covers digital signage,  
transportation, sports, events, command & 
control, corporate branding and meetings, cre-
ative applications, and many more. 
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                                                Cameo F4 PO IP 
 
Cameo has reached a milestone with the introduc on of the F4 PO IP 
– the F series is complete. Ligh ng technicians, integrators and 
filmmakers now have access to the full range of Cameo Fresnels.  
 Fresnel spotlight with full color LED (luminous flux of 10,000 lm)  
 Infinitely variable color temperature adjustment (1,600‐6,500 K)  
 IP65‐cer fied for permanent outdoor use  
 Pole‐operated for efficient use in different environments                       

(TV studios, etc.)  
 Natural color reproduc on (CRI > 90)  
 Con nuous zoom range from 14° to 52°  
 Flicker‐free camera images thanks to selectable pulse width 

modula on frequencies up to 25 kHz  
 Selectable 16‐bit dimmer curves for smooth dimming  
 8‐way barn door and color filter frame included  
 Highly efficient cooling system and silent mode for noise‐free 

opera on.  
All Cameo F‐series models are supplied with an 8‐way barn door and 
filter frame. Op onal accessories include a folding Snapbag® So box 
a achment and the V‐Mount moun ng plate for ba ery opera on 
of the F1 series.  cameolight.com 

 

 Barco UniSee 
 

Barco, a world leader in professional visualisa on and collabora on 
solu ons, introduces the next genera on of its successful high‐
brightness Barco UniSee LCD video wall. This is the last step in the 
full LCD video wall por olio renewal, a er the recent introduc on of 
the new Barco UniSee 500, OverView KVD‐5521C and OverView LVD‐
5521C. This new genera on builds on the unique strengths of Barco 
UniSee and further op mises the state‐of‐the‐art image quality for 
use in a broader range of applica ons. Upda ng the high brightness 
Barco UniSee to the next genera on means another step‐up in 
image quality. With an improved colour performance under wide 
viewing angles and proprietary local dimming technology enhancing 
local contrast (improving contrast with dark backgrounds and 
reducing power consump on), Barco UniSee is suited for use in even 
more applica ons (including control rooms, corporate lobbies, 
television studios, boardrooms and experience centres). Barco’s 
Sense X automa c calibra on technology is further enhanced, fully perfec ng the intra le and full wall uniformity. 
The patented UniSee Mount solu on keeps ensuring precise and uniform seams whatever the size and the age of 
the wall. Introducing the Video wall Management Suite allows resellers and managed service providers to monitor 
and manage the complete installed base from a central loca on. barco.com 
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We are excited to announce that the 
latest, more compact product variants  
of the widely successful Taurus UCX 
universal switcher product range are now 
available for shipping. As teams begin  
to return to their offices a er long  
months of lockdowns, confidence in 
mee ng room technology and bio‐security 
is more important than ever before. 
Following the success of the UCX‐4x2‐
HC30 and UCX‐4x2‐HC30D switchers, we 
are excited to release the UCX‐2x1‐HC30 
providing 1x HDMI and 1x USB‐C 
connec ons and the UCX‐2x2‐H30 which 
comes with 2x HDMI connec ons. Both 
solu ons provide a genuine BYOD setup 
for smaller collabora on spaces where 
less connec vity ports are sufficient. 
lightware.com 

 

                                                   Robe CUETE™ 
 
CUETE™ by name, cute by nature, this latest moving head spot light 
fixture from Robe is a perfect compact, high‐quality solu on for 
small‐to‐medium produc ons, performance spaces or installa ons. 
Hence the name! Crea ng dynamic effects and projec ons is quick 
and simple with the CUETE, which offers an excellent CMY colour 
mixing system and an impressive 4,200‐lumen output of sharp, 
crystal clear white light, making it stand out on any ligh ng rig.  
To achieve this output and to easily maintain the light quality and 
consistency across any ligh ng rig or inventory, CUETE u lises 
Robe’s patented TE™ 120W White LED Engine which is at the core 
of the manufacturer’s ground‐breaking TRANSFERABLE ENGINE 
technology. The CUETE’s 16‐degree fixed beam lens has remote 
control focus and can be swapped to the op onal 24‐degree  
lenses for shorter throw and low ceiling scenarios. 
robe.cz 
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                                 Studio Due LED CANNON 
 
LED CANNON, thanks to its ultra narrow  
beam and to the powerful led, is suitable to 
illuminate faraway subjects up to a distance  
of 700 meters.  
 
 2.8° ultra narrow op c  
 Compact aluminium die‐cast frame  
 Graduated bezel for precise posi oning  
 Colour finishing: grey  
 Marine Grade treatment  
 
As you can see in the images, LED CANNON is 
posi oned on a promontory about 600 meters 
far from the Village of Civita di Bagnoregio 
with an extraordinary light output. 
 
studiodue.com 

 

 LumiNode and LumiCore v2.3.0 firmware 
 

Luminex has revealed its latest 
LumiNode and LumiCore firmware 
(release v2.3.0) – offering KiNet 
protocol support, Chinese language 
support and advanced networking 
features to both product lines.  
User feedback taught us that AVL 
professionals were looking for a 
solu on that could have full control  
of ligh ng data and without being 
disrupted by unwanted or irrelevant 
data from different network 
stakeholders. However, it was not a 
simple task, especially with a large  
IT network like TV studio’s. A er 
thoroughly analyzing the needs, 
Luminex developed the advanced network configura on features for LumiCore, which offers three scenarios 
allowing network separa on to match your specific use cases, and LumiNode, where the user has the choice 
between two networking scenarios. luminex.be/luminode‐and‐lumicore‐v2‐3‐0‐firmware/ 
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 Prolyte Mini Flat Roof 
 

The Mini Flat Roofs are versa le structures based on 
standard truss elements and fixed welded corners. They can 
be used as small event stages, FOH structures, or as a 
detached cover for your terrace. The three standard sizes 
(8x6, 6x4 & 4x4) are constructed of H30V mul ‐purpose 
truss elements. The structure stands on specially designed 
steel base sec ons with integrated rigging points. Due to its 
size, you can put the ballast immediately on top of the base. 
It also has the possibility to be used in combina on with 
ground anchors. Different configura ons can be achieved by 
just adding standard truss elements, which makes it easy to 
change the size. All available standard structures are 
calculated according to the latest European regula on for 
temporary structures. Other sizes are available on request. 
prolyte.com 

                     

                               MEGA-LITE LINEBOT Q480 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Create an unforge able show with the Linebot Q480. Powered by 12 40‐Wa  RGBW LEDs, this bot can be used to 
create desired effects for a variety of applica ons. Featuring a broad spectrum of colors, it can produce pastel to 
saturated color combina ons. Combined with the 12 individual pixel mapping control, the Linebot Q480 was 
designed to spread crea vity in linear ligh ng. The high output LEDs can be used to produce aerial effects or 
highlight performers and objects on or off stage. With a 3º to 54º zoom range, the unit offers two zoom sec ons 
for greater control. It gives the incredible ability to create piercing narrow angles that can form a harmonious 
curtain of light effect or wide angle wash. The motorized 210º lt is further enhanced with the 16 bit movement, 
for a seamless lt rota on. It can be grounded or mounted using the included dual quick‐release clamps. The 
removable side alignment guides allow mul ple units to be daisy chained efficiently. Take your show to the next 
level with the Linebot Q480. mega.ligh ng 
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Chris e® announced the release of Version 2.5 of Chris e 
Mys que™, an automated camera‐based alignment so ware 
solu on designed to simplify and automate the process of 
warping and blending mul ple projectors into a single, 
seamless canvas. With Version 2.5, Mys que Essen als and 
Pro Venue Edi ons offer two new features to improve overall 
image fidelity and uniformity in blended projector arrays when 
projec ng on a flat or curved surface. For installa ons where 
the projec on surface is dirty, discolored or non‐uniform, 
these visual imperfec ons can get in the way of projec ng  
a great image. Mys que’s new background compensa on 
feature uses a color camera to detect large contrast 
differences on a screen or projec on surface and makes 
automa c adjustments to compensate for surface anomalies 
to provide a more uniform projected image, so the focus  
stays on the projected content, not the background quality. 
Mys que is available in five edi ons, each designed to meet 
the unique needs of different applica ons: Mys que Lite, 
Essen als, Pro Venue, Premium and Large Scale Experience 
Edi ons. chris edigital.com 

 

 grandMA3 software release 1.5. 
 

MA Ligh ng has now released the grandMA3 so ware 
version 1.5. This release brings many new features and 
func onali es, workflow improvements in different areas  
of programming and addi onal tools especially for the first 
steps into the world of grandMA3 ligh ng control systems.  
It will enrich the overall ligh ng control in many different 
areas, such as installa ons, concert/touring, television and 
architectural applica ons.  
 
The top features of grandMA3 so ware version 1.5 are:  
 Absolute and rela ve values completely separated  
 USB MIDI support for the onPC so ware  
 Agenda  
 Free designable DMX curves  
 Special Values ‐ The real reference for your Defaults  
 New Capture func on  
 Create a snapshot of your look  
 Encoder resolu on per a ribute 
maligh ng.com/grandMA3‐so ware 
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 AMX PR-WP-412 / UVC1-4K 
 

HARMAN Professional Solu ons introduces six new 
products that transform today’s mee ng and lecture 
spaces u lizing so ware‐based conferencing pla orms 
like Zoom and Teams as well as meet many capture, 
switching or window processing needs. The debut 
includes four new Precis PR‐Series matrix switchers 
suppor ng up to eight sources and eight outputs, the 
new Precis PR‐WP‐412 windowing processor to 
dynamically window up to four sources, and the new 
UVC1‐4K HDMI to USB 3.0 capture device. The new 
AMX PR‐WP‐412 is both versa le and cost effec ve by 
combining a 4x1+1 windowing and a 4x2 seamless 
matrix switcher in a single, compact unit. Collabora on 
in mee ngs and distance learning can be enhanced 
and amplified with included technologies like truly 
seamless switching, class‐leading 4K60 4:4:4 video quality, integrated audio breakaway, an open control API, and a 
simple‐to‐use web interface. The new UVC1‐4K capture device solves the immediate issue of PCs that lack HDMI or 
other video inputs. The UVC1‐4K seamlessly delivers content from video cameras, document cameras or other 
HDMI sources into so ware‐based conferencing and streaming applica ons via the computer’s USB port. Features 
include 4K60 4:4:4 video input, HDMI and separate analog audio input, standard UVC interface and control, and 
USB 3.0 output up to 3840x2160p@30fps. pro.harman.com 

 

                                      Astera AX9 PowerPAR 
 
Wireless LED ligh ng specialist Astera launches another new 
product – the AX9 PowerPAR. As the name implies, the AX9 is a 
high‐intensity, rock‐solid, all‐purpose everyday LED ligh ng 
fixture with all the advantages of Astera, including ba ery 
opera on, wireless control, and quality engineering. Effec vely it 
is a three‐in‐one solu on. Offering a wireless PAR light source 
that can also be run as a wired PAR for longer‐term installa ons 
and an elegant up‐lighter, with the fixture’s 105 Wa  output 
offering over 3000 Lumens of beau fully homogenised light. 
Being wireless, AX9 can be used anywhere – on set, onstage, in 
the studio or on loca on – and at short no ce, quickly deployed 
as and when needed. Wireless DMX is available u lising 
LumenRadio’s CRMX technology, and for wired op ons, there is a 
choice of Powercon and XLR connectors on the rear. The AX9 unit 
can connect to a smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth and can then 
act as a transmi er, sending the radio signal to other Astera 
fixtures. The standard 13‐degree beam angle can be modified 
with the addi on of two filters, a 32‐degree flood filter and a 17 x 
46‐degree ellip cal wall‐wash filter. The AX9 is IP65 rated for 
outdoor use and combines beau fully with any / all other Astera products.  
astera‐led.com 
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